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The digital transformation with cloud computing, Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence is causing a rapid increase 

in bandwidth demand worldwide. Data center operators must constantly keep pace with this development and build their fiber 

optic infrastructures in a way that they can safely handle data rates beyond 400G and – speaking of sustainability – are also 

prepared for further increases. Scalable solutions with a high packing density are essential for this. 

But how do transmission paths have to be designed in order to meet these requirements? A basic orientation here is provided 

by the roadmap of the Ethernet Alliance (see figure Ethernet Alliance Roadmap). It stipulates the specification 400GBase-SR16, 

which is laid down in the standard IEEE 802.3bs (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers), as the first standardized 

transmission path for parallel optical transmission of 400Gbit/s over multimode. However, this transmission path is already 

considered outdated. For the modulation of the signals, classic bit sequences with NRZ encoding (Non-Return to Zero) are 

used here – the transmitter therefore only transmits using two switching states (0 and 1). As a result, a comparatively large 

number of fibers is required for transmission: 16 fibers are provided to transmit and receive, at a line speed of 25 Gbit/s 

(16x25G = 400 Gbit/s). The energy demand is also relatively high. However, the implementation of such links is difficult. 
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The increase in data-intensive applications is driving up bandwidth requirements. 
Therefore, data center operators should build future-proof fiber optic infrastructu-
res that can safely handle transmission rates beyond 400G. Connectors play a 
crucial role in this: New Very Small Form Factor (VSFF) connectors with high 
packing density, low insertion loss and uncomplicated breakout options enable 
users to build high-performance and scalable cabling systems.

NEXT-GENERATION CONNECTORS

Overview of relevant connectors in the data center  ©LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH
 (f.l.t.r. LC connector, MPO connector, CS connector, SN connector, MDC connector, URM P2 & URM P8 
connector
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Although there is a suitable connector with the 32-fiber MPO (Multipath 

Push-On), there are still no transceivers on the active side  that support 

this type of transmission. Most 400G interfaces instead use the 

four-stage pulse amplitude modulation method PAM4, which is based on 

four instead of two signal levels, thus doubling the line speed to 50 

Gbit/s (see figure: NRZ compared to PAM4). With the transmission path 

400GBASE-SR8, only half of the fibers are required to reach 400G (8x50G 

= 400Gbit/s). Since the beginning of 2020, the transmission type 

400GBase-SR4.2 has also been standardized. For the first time, it 

combines PAM4 modulation with bidirectional wavelength transmission 

and transmits 400G over four channels (eight fibers) with a line speed of 

50Gbit/s (see figure: 400GBASE-SR4.2 transmission with MPO-12 

connector). The latest standard proposal 400GBase-SR4, which is 

currently still being tested in work studies, is based on a doubled baud 

rate from 25 to 50 gigabaud instead of bidirectional transmission. In this 

way, a higher line speed of 100Gbit/s is achieved, so that eight fibers can 

be provided with this transmission concept, too. 

Figure: Ethernet Alliance Roadmap  
©Ethernet Alliance
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Figure: NRZ compared to PAM4  
©LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH   

Figure: 400GBASE-SR4.2 Transmission with MPO-12 
connector ©LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH   
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For 400G transmission, however, multimode is by no means the only option. With single-mode fibers, users have a sensible 

alternative at their disposal. By means of 400GBase-FR8/LR8, for example, cabling distances of 2 or 10 kilometers over single 

mode are possible. By using wave division multiplexing (WDM), a total of eight wavelengths, each with 50 Gbit/s are transmitted 

on two fibers . For even shorter distances of 500 meters, the transmission path 400GBase-DR4 has been standardized, in which 

four channels are operated in parallel with a line speed of 100 Gbit/s (4x100G=400Gbit/s).

400G transmission paths with MPO

As for 40G and 100G, it is optimal also for 400G transmission to set up a so-called Base-8 cabling in the multimode and 

single-mode area. This is realized by means of trunk cables with a multiple of eight fibers. As an interface for 400G transmissi-

on, the IEEE envisages the use of two connector faces that have enjoyed great popularity for many years: LC duplex and MPO. 

For example, an MPO with 16 fibers is planned for the transmission path 400GBase- SR8, the MPO-12 for SR4.2, SR4 and DR4, and 

the LC connector for FR8/LR8. Although the MPO-12 is used for Base-8 cabling, transmission only takes place on the four outer 

fibers, leaving the four inner fibers unused. In addition, the relatively high insertion loss of 0.3 to 0.5 dB limits the application 

possibilities of the MPO. Since multimode 400G lines offer only a narrow margin in attenuation budgets (about 1.8 to 1.9 dB), the 

number of possible connector transitions in the cabling infrastructure is very limited (Figure: Overview of MPO connectors for 

400G transmission).
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Figure: Overview of MPO connectors for 400G transmissi-
on ©LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH   

New VSFF connectors: High packing density and low insertion loss

Especially in the hyperscaler and colocation sector, ever higher packing densities are required. In addition, the connectors 

should have low insertion losses. Due to these needs, connectors categorized as "Very Small Form Factor Connectors" (VSFFC) 

are now available to the user:  the CS and SN connectors by Senko and the MDC by US Conec. Based on LC technology, VSFF 

connectors also have two spring-loaded ceramic ferrules with a diameter of 1.25 millimeters. This enables the realization of an 

optimal abutting face geometry and an insertion loss of less than 0.2 dB. The new connectors are also convincing in terms of 

packing density: All three models are characterized by very compact design and are significantly narrower than an LC duplex 

connector. In comparison, the form factor of the CS fiber optic duplex connector is approximately 40 percent smaller. Specifi-

cally developed for the current transceiver generations QSFP-DD, OSFP and COBO (Consortium for On-Board Optics), the CS 

connector is primarily suitable for the DR4 transmission path. WDM technology is used to transmit eight channels in optics using 

two connectors (see figure: 400GBASE-DR4 with CS connector). In addition, there is the possibility of an uncomplicated port 

breakout to 2x200G, as neither fanout cables nor breakout modules are required. 

But despite its more compact design, the CS connector is by no means suitable for all interfaces: Due to the form factor of the 

transceivers, neither 4:1 breakout for QSFP-DD nor 2:1 breakout applications for the SFP-DD can be mapped with the CS. With the 

MDC and SN fiber connectors, significantly more compact solutions are available for this requirement. For comparison: The CS 
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connector consists of a 7.85 x 5.3-millimeter housing and the distance between the two ferrules is 3.8 millimeters. The new 

design of the SN and MDC connectors, on the other hand, has a ferrule pitch of only 3.1 millimeters in a housing of 3.85 x 9.46 

millimeters. With the streamlined connector design, four connectors can be easily connected to a QSFP-DD transceiver at the 

same time. Beyond the form factor, the MDC and SN are also very similar. For example, both connector models have flexible 

push-pull boots  and a cable connection with an outer diameter of up to 2 millimeters. But there are subtle differences: In 

contrast to the SN connector, the MDC, for example, enables uncomplicated polarity switching. In principle, however, the 

connectors are suitable for the same transmission paths, including PSM4, DR4, DR4+ (DR4 over 2km), SR4.2 and in the future 

400GBASE-SR4 (see figure: 400GBASE-SR4 with MDC or SN connectors). In addition, the new connector generations SN and MDC 

can also be easily used in the distribution level of telecommunications companies. Just as in data centers, the connectors also 

support the use of new generations of transceivers and thus significantly higher transmission rates. Currently, both MDC and SN 

are still in the process of standardization (according to IEC 61754-37 and IEC 61754-36 respectively).

Overall, the ferrule-based VSFF connectors offer decisive advantages in the construction of scalable cabling systems due to 

their high packing density, low insertion loss and the possibility of uncomplicated breakout and present a sensible alternative 

to long-established connectors such as MPO and LC.
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Figure: 400GBASE-DR4 with CS connector  
©LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH   

Figure: 400GBASE-SR4 with MDC or SN connectors  
©LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH   
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Result 

Even this short explanation shows that 400G transmission can be realized in many ways – so there is no one right way. The 

common denominator of the standardized transmission paths is base-8 cabling, which has established itself in both multimo-

de and singlemode areas. The new connectors significantly increase the variety of cabling. In addition to two-fiber solutions 

with MDC, SN, CS or LC, multi-fiber solutions such as MPO and URM can also be realized. In the future, MMC and SN-MT with 16 

fibers could also be a multi-fiber alternative. Ultimately, however, the individual application or the active systems decides 

which cabling solution is perfect. Considering the many challenges, it is advisable for data center operators who want to 

migrate to high-speed data rates to seek cooperation with cabling specialists such as LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH, who have 

many years of experience in fiber optic assembly and are familiar with the development of customer-specific data center 

infrastructure solutions. Last but not least, the cooperation with such specialists also enables forward-looking planning and 

thus ensures that sufficient reserves are maintained for future increases and that existing investments are protected. 

Because one thing is certain: The continuous development of digital products and services in all areas of life will require ever 

higher transmission rates at ever shorter intervals. By 2030, the Ethernet Roadmap even predicts transmission speeds of 800 

Gbit/s up to 1.6 Tbit/s. Possible interfaces already indicate Base-8 cabling with parallel optical transmission. In order to keep 

up, a flexible cabling strategy and precisely coordinated components are essential for the future viability of the infrastruc-

ture.

About Sachsenkabel

LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH, headquartered in Gornsdorf/Ore Mountains and founded in 1991, is a company of the Amphenol 

Corporation and is one of the leading German manufacturers of fiber optic cabling systems. The focus of the business 

activities are fiber optic solutions for telecommunications, broadband development, data center, industry and broadcast as 

well as specialty optical fibers for demanding laser and spectroscopic applications. Sachsenkabel stands for high-quality and 

technologically pioneering solutions and has developed into one of the largest specialists for fiber optic assembly in 

Germany. The high capacity of connector assemblies per day enables flexible and fast realization of customer-specific 

quantities. Firmly integrated into the economic region of Chemnitz, the company today employs more than 170 highly 

qualified employees and supplies customers at home and abroad.

More information: 

https://sachsenkabel.de/en/business-units-and-solutions/

future-proof-data-center-cabling/

Read the original german article here: 

https://www.lanline.de/verkabelung/steckverbinder-der-

naechsten-generation.253877.html
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